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State of Digital Preservation 
@ COPPUL Libraries 

Rhys Stevens -- April 20, 2012 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The focus of my presentation this morning is the state of digital preservation @ COPPUL Libraries… essentially I’m providing a broad overview of what we know about digital preservation @ COPPUL Libraries as well as how we know it. Specifically, I’m going to discuss two recent COPPUL investigations pertaining to this topic… which will set the stage for the rest of today’s presentations.�But before I get to the surveys… In thinking about this topic, I asked myself why might it be important to know what’s going on @ COPPUL libraries with respect to digitization & digital preservation?



Why Bother? 

• Learn from others’ experiences 
• Identify challenges 
• Awareness of options, opportunities, and 

potentially important areas of focus 
• Find out about COPPUL developments 
• Improve understanding of processes 
• Establish a “baseline” measure 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some of the ideas that I came up with…�Since not all COPPUL membership is deeply involved in this area (or at least involved to the same extent)… there are opportunities to learn from others’ experiences with digital preservation and begin to establish a network of contacts.Because COPPUL libraries are wrestling with at least some of the same issues & challenges, it is important to identify what these challenges are.To increase awareness of digital preservation options, opportunities and COPPUL-related partnerships which perhaps had not previously been pursued or considered. This will help people make informed decisions on where to focus their energies with respect to digital preservation based on their peers’ experiences.It will give us a general idea of recent COPPUL developments or “lay of the land” for the years 2010 and 2011.Help COPPUL libraries obtain a better understanding of policy, staffing, and budgetary considerations related to digital preservation development and ongoing support … and from a Western Canadian context.Establish something of a “baseline” measure of the status of digital preservation which can be useful for tracking future progress.�Having considered why I think it’s important, I’ll next describe HOW the COPPUL Digital Preservation & COPPUL Digital Curation groups found out what we know about digital preservation amongst our members… �



Surveys 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
… through the use of 2 surveys… This is how we undertake surveys Alberta…�Determining what to ask in a survey of digital preservation isn’t necessarily straight-forward… digital perseveration encompasses a lot of different ground. As an example, in their conclusion to “Thirteen Ways of Looking at...Digital Preservation”, Lavoie & Dempsey (2004) say that:“Preserving our digital heritage is more than just a technical process of perpetuating digital signals over long periods of time. It is also a social and cultural process, in the sense of selecting what materials should be preserved, and in what form; it is an economic process, in the sense of matching limited means with ambitious objectives; it is a legal process, [in the sense of defining what rights and privileges are needed to support maintenance of a permanent scholarly and cultural record. It is a question of responsibilities and incentives, and of articulating and organizing new forms of curatorial practice.] And perhaps most importantly, it is an ongoing, long-term commitment, often shared, and cooperatively met, by many stakeholders.” �So with that in mind…



Recent COPPUL Member 
Surveys 

 
• COPPUL Preservation Investigation (2010) 

 
• COPPUL Digitization Initiatives and Practices 

(2011) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The two surveys that I’m going to talk about this morning are:� The COPPUL Preservation Investigation – This was an Informal survey administered to the membership of the COPPUL Digital Preservation group in 2010 by Mary Westell from the U. of Calgary. � CUPPUL Digitization Initiatives & Practices -- This digitization-focused survey was developed by Rhys Stevens distributed to the Directors at all 22 COPPUL libraries in the Fall of 2011 by COPPUL executive director Gwen Bird. A request was to forward the link to the online survey to individuals responsible for digitization at each COPPUL library.[Assumption] I’ve assumed that results obtained from these 2 surveys is fairly representative of what is going on at most of our 22 COPPUL libraries.  Naturally, local circumstances mean that COPPUL libraries will differ widely in their ability to undertake digitization & digital preservation initiatives.

http://www.coppul.ca/projects/COPPULDigitization2012Anon.pdf�


COPPUL Preservation 
Investigation 

• 39-Question survey based on the Digital Preservation 
Self-Assessment Tool. Topics covered include: 
mission & goals; policies & procedures; staffing; 
finances; digital content; technology; access & 
metadata; digital preservation, and; 
rights management.  
 

• Questions #30-38 are specifically related to the nuts 
& bolts of digital preservation implementation. 
 

• Summer 2010; 6 universities reporting – ranging in 
size – “a good representation of COPPUL members” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Questions asked were from the Planning for Digital Preservation self-assessment tool -- written by Liz Bishoff and Erin Rhodes (details available in your workshop pre-reading list).�A one sentence description:  “This tool is designed to help staff of museums, libraries, archives, and other cultural organizations begin to think about long-term sustainability of their digital collections.”�The tool’s 39-questions cover a variety of topics and include:  �• Mission and goals �• Policies and procedures �• Staffing �• Finances �• Digital content �• Technology �• Access and metadata �• Digital preservation [technical process]�• Rights management�There were responses from 6 COPPUL university libraries… and these libraries were of varying sizes. Mary Westell characterized responses as being “a good representation of COPPUL members.”

http://nedcc.org/resources/digital/downloads/DigitalPreservationSelfAssessmentfinal.pdf�
http://nedcc.org/resources/digital/downloads/DigitalPreservationSelfAssessmentfinal.pdf�


COPPUL Preservation 
Investigation 

9 Preservation-Specific Questions (Questions #30-35) 
 

30. Have you undertaken a risk assessment of your digital collection? Do 
you plan to undertake a risk assessment? 
 

31. Which digital preservation strategies has your institution 
implemented? 
 

32. Have you implemented a digital repository into your program, and, if 
yes, is it a commercial, open source, or homegrown solution? 
 

33. Are you outsourcing your digital preservation activities to another 
organization?  Which activities in particular are being outsourced?  If 
yes, to whom?  What responsibilities does this organization have? 
 

34. What content are you placing in your repository? 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All survey questions were relevant to digital preservation but I only highlight a few here… these were from the “Digital Preservation” section of the questionnaire and relate to technical processes.��30 �-– 1 risk assessment was currently underway…  the other 5 hadn’t done a risk assessment but were planning to do so in the future.��31 �Answers to this strategy were primarily focused on data backup but also included maintenance of legacy equipment & emulation. There were also various other planned but not yet initiatives – e.g., for instance, a review of file quality, file migration, and item re-scanning.��32 �–- All 6 respondents had a digital repository…. 5 were open source (DSpace) and 1 was moving to a commercial/open source hybrid.��33 �-– Nobody was outsourcing their digital preservation activities at that time.��34 �-- This question produced some interesting responses… one person indicated that they were including “All locally produced digital content.” In contrast, another comment was that “collection are selective vs. comprehensive and include archival, special collections and scholarly content .”��-- In general, content included theses as well as other research & teaching materials created by the academic community – things like articles, book chapters, reports, & archival materials.



COPPUL Preservation 
Investigation 

 
 

9 Preservation-Specific Questions (Questions #35-38) 
 

35. Has the repository been through a self-audit using the Center for 
Research Libraries/OCLC Trustworthy Repositories Audit & 
Certification (TRAC)? 
 

36. Do you or your vendor have a digital preservation plan?  Has your 
vendor been through an audit or a self-audit based on the CRL/OCLC 
TRAC? 
 

37. If you are locally managing your preservation activities, what media 
are you using for storage? 
   

38. If you backup your files, where are they stored?  At what frequency 
do you back-up your files?  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
35 & 36�-- No in both instances.��37�-- Answers to this question tended to avoid talking about specific media… but often mentioned that, yes, we’re doing regular backups. Storage media that was mentioned in a couple instances included CDs/DVDs, removable media like disks & zip disks, hard drives, backup tapes, & online storage.��38�-- Answers here were similar to those from for question 37… people mentioned that backups were often stored off-site (usually with involvement of campus IT) and backups happened at regular intervals (seemingly daily / weekly / monthly). One person noted that “Most collections could be reconstituted in 24-hours.”�



COPPUL Preservation 
Investigation 

Preservation Implementation Themes in Survey Results 
 

• Nobody had done a TRAC Audit 
 

• Only one library reported starting a risk assessment for the digital 
collection 
 

• “Preservation” was mostly defined in terms of file/data backup, 
redundancy, etc. 
 

• Respondents participated in preservation “collaboratives” where 
available (e.g., COPPUL, LOCKSS, CLOCKSS, Portico) 
 

• Digital preservation wasn’t broken out as a separate activity, but part 
of Collections or Systems consideration 
 

• Documentation on vision, goals, objectives, policies was still being 
created.  The policies were following the projects. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Preservation themes from the responses indicated that nobody had done a TRAC audit, only one library had started a risk assessment for their digital collections. Additinally, preservation was mainly thought of in terms of file backup… and that people were participating in collaboratives like LOCKSS where available.The last two themes in red weren’t in part of the digital preservation section questions – since they’re largely policy-related -- but they’re included here as I thought they were also of interest.��They are that:��1) Digital preservation wasn’t broken out separately and were seemingly considered to be a sub-set of collections or systems activities, and;2) Documentation on visions, goals, policies, etc. was still being created. But shouldn’t this happen prior to the “fun” part of selecting, creating and making available the digitized content?



COPPUL Preservation 
Investigation 

Other Relevant Themes in Survey Results 
  
• Everyone (6/6) was creating digitization projects – both in-

house and outsourced. 
 

• 5/6 depended on operating budget to support projects; half also 
used grants/donors. 
 

• Most of the staff training was in-house and ad-hoc. 
 

• CONTENTdm &DSpace were most commonly used digital 
library software tools. 
 

• Copyright was an issue for all respondents. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All survey respondents were creating digitization projects and also taking advantage of outsourcing opportunities.�5/6 depended on operating budgets to support projects and half also used grants and donor funding.Staff training – generally seemed that people were free to undertake their own training via webinars and conferences… informal. It would appear that a workshop like today’s is helping to fill a demonstrated need in this area.CONTENTdm & DSpace were the most commonly used digital library software tools – though not used exclusively.�Copyright was an issue for everyone.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Moving along to the second study of COPPUL members which was initiated in the Fall of 2011… it specifically related to digitization practices but also included several preservation-related questions. Though not intentional, there was a bit of overlap in the questions posed in each survey.This cartoon nicely captures my rationale – or lack thereof – for undertaking a survey of digitization. Fortunately, and after chatting with Mary Westell during the survey planning stages, I found out that the COPPUL Directors had actually been looking for details regarding digitization and digital preservation at COPPUL libraries.



• 47-Question online survey which utilized the 
LimeSurvey tool to collect responses. 
 

• Question topics: completed & in-progress projects; 
project management; funding; selection; legal issues; 

metadata; interoperability, and; preservation. 
 

• Fall 2011; 14 universities responding; ranging in size 
from small to large based on FTE students. 
 

COPPUL Digitization Survey 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As with the self-assessment tool, the 47-question online survey I developed had a question section on digital preservation – thanks to Jake Cameron for setting up the survey backend software. Selection of survey questions was not based on a specific “tool”… they were developed based on themes I identified from my own review of the digitization-related literature.This survey produced a total of 14 responses from libraries and, again, the responses seemed to provided a good representation of COPPUL membership in terms of institution sizes and provincial locations (e.g., responses from several universities in each of the 4 provincial jurisdictions – B.C., Alberta, Saskatchwan, & Manitoba). But I think it might have been interesting to get a response from a library that wasn’t involved in digitization… to see what what were the constraining factors.

http://www.limesurvey.org/�


COPPUL Digitization Survey 
5 Preservation-Specific Questions (Section 8) 
 
• Developed specific steps or strategies to ensure the preservation of 

your locally-digitized resources? (Y/N) 
 

• Does your organization have a comprehensive, campus-wide digital 
preservation strategy or set of guidelines? (Y/N) 
 

• Is your organization affiliated with a “Preservation Network” (e.g., 
LOCKSS) to provide mutual redundancy, interoperability, standards 
and perpetual preservation? (Y/N) 
 

• Preserve "born digital" materials? (Y/N) 
 

• Aware of other departments within your organization that preserve their 
own digitization-related content? (Y/N & Comment) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Question in this section of my survey were mainly YES/NO… you’ll be able to see the results on the next slide.[Steps/strategies] – This first question asked about whether people had thought about long-term access to the digitized versions of the content they’d been digitizing.�[Campus-wide digital preservation strategy] – The second question pertained to whether there was an existing “records management”-type function in place that dealt with academic materials being created on campus. E.g., digitized content of all kinds but I was thinking of things like data sets, conference presentations, non-journal publications & reports, course materials, etc.�[Affiliation with a “Preservation Network”] – self-explanatory.�[Preserve “born digital” materials] – Here I wanted to know if the “digitization” program had also incorporated content that was being created digitally as well… as it’s likely that the majority of content will be created this way moving forward.�[Aware of other departmenst within their institutions preserving their own digitized content?] – Here I wanted to know if potential opportunities exist for on-campus collaboration might have been identified by libraries.



COPPUL Digitization Survey 

Preservation Implementation Survey Results 
 
• 8/14 had developed specific steps or strategies to preserve 

locally-digitized resources. 
 

• 8/14 were affiliated with a “Preservation Network” (e.g., 
LOCKSS). 
 

• 9/14 preserved “born digital” materials. 
 

• 0/14 indicated their organization had a campus-wide digital 
preservation strategy or guidelines. 
 

• 7/13 were aware of other departments that preserved their own 
digital content. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Roughly half of respondents had developed specific steps or strategies to preserve their locally-digitized resources.�Similarly, about half were affiliated with a ‘preservation network’. Of interest here… the smaller libraries were less likely to be affiliated.�9/14 were preserving ‘born digital’ materials.�None of the respondents reported having a campus-wide digital preservation strategy or set of guidelines. It would seem that there is certainly potential for libraries & archives to make contributions this area… though I’m curious to know if perhaps the respondents themselves just weren’t aware of any strategy or if indeed there wasn’t one in place. At the U. of Lethbridge, for example, the focus on records management has been directed to retention of physical materials – especially those pertaining to campus administrative records… vs. preservation of local scholarly content.�Again, about half of respondents were aware of departments that preserved their own digital content. Examples of what “Other departments” were preserving included: documents, video, data files, websites, books, photographs, institutional records. It would appear that there are opportunities for libraries to consolidate these campus materials.�



COPPUL Digitization Survey 
Other Relevant Themes in Survey Results 
 
• Everyone (14/14) is creating digitization projects – both in-

house and outsourced (13/14). 
 

• 12/14 depend on national grants to fund digitization projects; 
12/14 internal collections budgets; 10/12 faculty/research 
grants. 
 

• In-house staff dedicated to digitization (12/14). 
 

• CONTENTdm (8/14), DSpace (10/14) and locally-developed 
(5/14) are most commonly used digital library software. 
 

• Obtaining copyright permissions is an issue for12/14 
respondents. 7/14 involved a copyright officer. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just like the first survey… everyone responding to this survey was involved in created digitization projects – and they’re generally taking on a lot of the work themselves while also outsourcing some aspects of it. �Sustainability of funding could be a potential concern… grants were utilized heavily but fortunately most had also allocated internal funds. Just as importantly, 12/14 had a dedicated staff to the area.��Respondents also continued to report that they mainly use CONTENTdm & DSpace to host these collections.



Survey Comparison 

• The surveys asked different questions and 
looked at different aspects of digital initiatives 
at COPPUL libraries. 

• There was some content overlap / similar 
questions. 

• Opportunities & Challenges 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 2 survey contained different questions, were administered differently, included different respondents; took place during a different year, and targeted different aspects of digital initiatives. There was, however, some overlap of questions which allows me to make a few comparisons.��So, based on the findings from the two surveys… what can we say we know?Overall, most respondents in these two surveys were actively involved in digitization and digital preservation – and libraries tended to be collecting and creating similar types of academic content. We’re also making it available using similar software tools.��But there was far less attention being paid to developing policies & procedures or undertaking risk and risk assessment activities (e.g., TRAC audit)… also little in the way of providing staff training related to digital preservation.�Though libraries have been fairly diligent in ensuring digital content is being preserved through regular backups and off-site storage… there seems to be less consideration of other “preservation”-related functions (permission to modify original content to preserve it being one possible example).  ��Finally, at least half of COPPUL libraries are affiliated with preservation networks… and at least two have indicated that they are taking a leading role in digital preservation on their respective campuses… and many of the rest have an awareness of what other departments are doing on their campuses.



What Next? 
“A comprehensive, campus-

wide digital 
preservation 
strategy is high on our 
list, and currently a work in 
progress. We have strong 
institutional commitment to 
such a strategy. The [local 
university] has a deep 
commitment to both digitize 
and preserve outputs of our 
digitization services. 
Continued growth in the area 
is expected.” – Comment 
from survey participant 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is a possibility of future COPPUL surveys of preservation/digitization on a 1-2 year cycle. Survey might be a way to measure the utility of things like today’s digital preservation workshop! It could also be useful for an organization to use the survey results as a “snapshot” of where they are today… and compare it to where they are in one-year’s time.To coclude, I’ll leave the last word about digital preservation to a respondent from my digitization survey… as he or she said it best…


